Government Printing Solutions
ENABLING AGENCIES TO MAXIMIZE ASSET INTELLIGENCE WITH PRINTERS

The Challenge for State and Local Government

smarter, more efficient ways to manage assets — from
printing and tagging to tracking and locating.

Government agencies are faced with the ongoing challenge
of enhancing efficiencies, accuracy and personnel safety. This
needs to be achieved in many forms — from asset/inventory
management and identification/authentication access to
eCitations, inspections, and code enforcement.

• Reduce time spent on paperwork

Why Should Printers be Part of the Solution?
Zebra, along with its Channel Partners, offers integrated, highperformance printing solutions that give government agencies

• Make better decisions
• Support operations more effectively
Labels, tags and paper that government personnel print
contains critical information. Using high quality supplies,
materials and processes improves operational efficiency
even more. Zebra supplies undergo stringent pre-testing
to deliver optimal solutions that better track and manage
people, events, incidents, processes, programs and
work productivity.

Do More and See More with Printed Intelligence
E-CITATIONS
Zebra’s mobile ticketing solution automates the citation process,
not only resulting in citations being issued in minutes, but also
eliminating costly human errors and paperwork.

THE SELF-FUNDING BENEFITS OF ISSUING E-CITATIONS
E-citation is a high return-on-investment (ROI) solution that pays
for itself by enabling law enforcement officers and local court
systems to use digital technology to efficiently capture, transmit
and process data.*
E-citation can reduce citation processing from 12 days to seconds.*

HEALTH & HUMAN SERVICES
Field solutions such as ChildFirst, help Child Protective Services
caseworkers file reports remotely in real or near-real time. Printed
receipts provide confirmation of wellness checks, home visitations
and acknowledgement of inspections and services performed.

ASSET AND INVENTORY MANAGEMENT
The number of assets that government departments must track on
any given day can be mind-boggling. But printers that offer diverse
output for barcode and RFID labels, tags, wristbands, receipts and
tickets make handling assets much more manageable.

OPERATIONAL MAINTENANCE
When government service professionals know more about the
assets and data that flow through operations, they make better,
smarter decisions. From operations to emergency management,
Zebra printers keep everyone more informed and more mobile.

PUBLIC SAFETY
The demands of public safety require printer solutions that are
rugged, weather and temperature resistant, and reliable. Zebra
printing solutions are currently helping law enforcement, fire
departments, emergency medical service teams and other public
service organizations focus on their jobs instead of the paperwork.
Whether you’re looking to improve productivity or efficiency
across government properties, plants, public transit, roadways or
utilities, Zebra has a smart solution to fit your needs.

ONE SOURCE FOR DIVERSE GOVERNMENT NEEDS
Governments that work with Zebra benefit from one-stop shopping
for printers and supplies that are easy to integrate, secure, reliable,
accurate, lightweight, compact and durable.

* eCitation Coalition (http://www.ecitationcoalition.com/savings/)

2 GOVERNMENT PRINTING SOLUTIONS

Zebra’s Government Printer Portfolio
What can Zebra wireless printers do for you? For starters, they can boost productivity, accuracy
and precision. They are also built for the kind of jobs government workers perform and the various
environments they operate in. The following chart provides a guideline to help you determine which
Zebra printers are best suited for your specific needs.
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Maximize the Availability and Productivity of Your Printers with Zebra OneCare
Availability of your printers is key to the success of your operations. Zebra OneCare services ensure that your Zebra
printers achieve maximum uptime and peak performance. Choose the level of service you need. Our plans cover it
all, including normal wear and tear and accidental damage. If it’s broken, we’ll fix it. Zebra OneCare makes it fast and
easy – anytime of day or night.

About Zebra
With the unparalleled visibility Zebra provides, government agencies and enterprises become as smart and connected
as the world we live in. Real-time information – gleaned from visionary solutions including hardware, software and
services – provides mission-critical organizations the edge they need to know more about their operations and
empower their mobile workers to make better-informed decisions in today’s data-centric world. For more information,
visit us at zebra.com.
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